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Abstract 
We derive an expansion for a certain determinant that involves two sets of formal variables. The 
result provides a unified approach to several known expansions including a generalized form of the 
matrix-tree theorem. 
1. Introduction 
The results we shall be considering all state that certain determinants can be 
expanded as a sum of products associated with certain graphs. Before describing these 
results we introduce some terminology and notation; for definitions not given here see, 
for example, [S] or [12]. 
The graphs we encounter will all be directed graphs with n nodes labelled 1,2, . . . , n; 
loops will be permitted in general. A tree, for our purposes here, is a connected 
(directed) graph Tin which one node, the root, has out-degree zero and the remaining 
nodes have out-degree one. A forest is a graph F each of whose components is a tree. 
A functional digraph is a graph D each node of which has out-degree one; note that 
each component of such a graph consists of a (directed) cycle and a collection of trees 
rooted at the nodes of the cycle. 
An edge in a functional digraph D will be called a cyclic edge or a branch edge 
according as it does or does not belong to some cycle of D. Let v(D) denote the number 
of components of the functional digraph D; we suppose the components of D are 
numbered from 1 to v(D) according to the size of the smallest node in each component 
(where here, and elsewhere, we identify a node with its label). Let b(D) denote the set of 
branch edges of the functional digraph D and let Q(D) denote the set of cyclic edges in 
the hth component of D for 1 <h d v(D). More generally, if G is any (directed) graph, 
let e(G) denote the set of edges of G. 
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In what follows the symbols rij, sij, uij, and zij will denote formal (real) variables for 
1 <i, j<n. If Ese(G) for some graph G, then r(E) is defined as follows: if E =8 then 
r(E)= 1; otherwise, 
r(E)= n rij. 
ijsE 
The functions s(E), u(E), and z(E) are defined similarly. 
In Section 2 we show that a certain determinant involving two sets of formal 
variables can be expressed as a sum of products associated with functional digraphs. 
In Section 3 we use this result to derive a generalization due to Chen [S] and Chaiken 
[l] of the matrix-tree theorem and in Section 4 we show that special cases of the result 
imply some expansions derived separately by Chen [3-61. Using two sets of variables 
initially makes it easier to see why certain terms cancel in the expansion of these 
determinants and why the surviving terms have the form they do. 
2. A determinant expansion 
Let 9 denote the set of all functional digraphs D with n nodes labelled 1,2, . . . , n. 
Theorem 2.1. Let M = [mij] denote the n x n matrix in which 
I -Sii+C~=1 rik, 
i=j, 1 bidn; 
Rlij = 
-Sij> i#j, l<i, j<n. 
Then 
Y V’) 
det M= c r(ND)) n {r(c@))-s(c@))). 
DEB 1 
(2.1) 
Proof. We start with the formula 
det M=x +)mi,ri) ... mnn(+ 
n 
where the sum is over all permutations rc of {1,2, . . ..n} and ~(71) equals + 1 or - 1 
according as the permutation 71 is even or odd. When we replace each diagonal 
element mii by - sii + 1 rij and each off-diagonal element mij by - sij and then multiply 
out, we obtain an expression for det M as a sum of (signed) products of factors rik and 
-s,,. For any term P in this expression let Dp denote the directed graph with nodes 
1,2, . . . , n in which edge ij is present if and only if rij or -sij is one of the factors of P; 
we shall call ij a red edge if rij is a factor and a silver edge if -sij is a factor. Each term 
P contains precisely one factor from each row of M; this and the definition of M imply 
that each node of Dp has out-degree one or, equivalently, that Dp is a functional 
digraph. 
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Let K denote the permutation associated with the term P. Then each factor -sij 
that occurs in P is part of a signed subproduct of P of the form 
where n(i,) = i,+ i for 15 t < I- 1 and rr(iJ = il; the factor (-l)‘- ’ is the contribution of 
the sign of the cycle (il i2 ..s il) to the sign E(X) of the permutation rc. Hence each silver 
edge of Dp belongs to a cycle consisting exclusively of silver edges and each such silver 
cycle contributes a factor of - 1 to the sign of P. Each edge of any remaining cycle and 
each branch edge must therefore be a red edge. Each factor ‘ij in P arises from 
a diagonal entry mii of M, so each of these factors contributes + 1 to the sign of P. 
Thus, to summarize, D, is a functional digraph whose branch edges are red; edges in 
the same cycle of Dp have the same colour, red or silver; and if D, has r~ silver cycles 
then the sign of P is (- 1)“. Consequently, each term in the expansion of det M is one of 
the terms appearing in the expansion on the right-hand side of equation (2.1). 
On the other hand, if DEB let [Z,J] denote any (ordered) partition of 
{1,2, **., v(D)} into two disjoint subsets I and J (one of which may be empty). It is not 
difficult to see that for each such digraph D and each such partition [I, 51, there exists 
precisely one term P in the expansion of det M such that 
P=r(b(D)) n r(ci(D))( - l)lJ’ n S(Cj(D)). 
iel jeJ 
Thus it follows that 
det M=x C r(b(D)) 1 r(ci(D))(-1)“’ n S(Cj(D)) 
D [I,Jl is1 jsJ 
v(D) 
=C r(W)) n {rG-dD))-~MD))J 
D 1 
as required. 0 
Note that when rij=O for all i and j formula (2.1) reduces (in effect) to the familiar 
expansion of the determinant of the adjacency matrix of a directed graph as a sum of 
signed products associated with spanning collections of node-disjoint cycles of the 
graph; see, e.g., [9], [lo] or [II]. 
3. The matrix-tree theorem 
Let W= {il ,...,i,)andL={j,,...,j,},wherei,<...<i,andjl<...<j,,denotetwo 
nonempty proper subsets of { 1,2,. . . , n}. For any II x M matrix U, let UW,L denote the 
matrix obtained from U by removing the ith row and the jth column for all iE Wand 
jEL. The matrix-tree theorem for directed graphs, due to Tutte [lS], states that if 
U has a certain form and W-L= (i}, then det Uw,L can be expressed as a sum of 
products associated with trees rooted at node i. Numerous proofs have been given of 
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this result (and its undirected analogue); see, for example, [14], [2], and the references 
in [13, Sections 5.3 and 5.51. Chen [S, p. 313, Problems 4.14 and 4.161 extended the 
matrix-tree theorem by giving an expansion for additional minors and Chaiken [l] 
gave an expansion for arbitrary minors of these matrices. Before showing that 
Theorem 2.1 can be used to derive their extension we need to introduce some more 
notation. 
For any subsets W and L as described above let E( W, L) = (- l)%+xj, where the 
sums are over the elements of W and L. Let 9w,L denote the set of forests F with 
nnodes 1,2, . . . . n consisting of 1 WI trees Tsuch that each tree Tis rooted at some node 
ik from Wand, in addition, contains some node j, from L. Let f denote the function 
with domain W and range L such that f(ik) =j, for 1 d k < 1 WI and, for any forest 
FE~=~,~, let g=gF denote the function with domain L and range Wsuch that if j,EL 
then g(jJ = ik if and only if ik is the root of the tree in F that contains node j,. Note 
that the composite function gf is a permutation of the set W. Let s(g) = (- l)N(g), where 
N(g) denotes the number of inversions in the function g; the quantities N(f), N(gf), 
and s(gf) are defined similarly. We observe, for later use, that since N(f) = 0 it is easy 
to see that N(g)= N(gf), whence, 
s(gf)=s(gF) (3.1) 
for each forest FE~,,~, We are now ready to derive Chen and Chaiken’s generaliz- 
ation of the matrix-tree theorem. 
Theorem 3.1. Let U = [uij] denote n x n matrix in which 
I 
C,+i vik, i=j, 1 <i<n; 
Uij = 
-Vij> i#j, 1 Gi, j<n. 
Then 
det Uw,L= s(W, L) 1 s(gF)v(e(F))Y 
F 
(3.2) 
where the sum is over all forests F in the family Fw,L. 
Proof. Let M* denote the matrix obtained from the matrix M in Theorem 2.1 as 
follows: if in W then rij and Sij are replaced by zero for all j except that sifti) is replaced 
by “if(i); if i# Wthen rij and sij are both replaced by Vij for all j except that rii and sii are 
replaced by zero. In the matrix M* there is only one nonzero entry in each row i such 
that iE W, namely, mif(i)= -uifu); thus, it follows readily from the definitions of M* 
and Uw,L that 
det M* = E( W, L) n (- vif(i)) det Uw,,_ 
icW 
(3.3) 
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where for notational convenience we let e(f) denote the set of all directed edges of the 
form if(i), where iE W. 
We now apply expansion (2.1) to the matrix M *. In doing so we may restrict our 
attention to digraphs DEB whose edge-set contains all the edges of e(f) and no edge 
of the form ik, where iE W and k#f(i). If D is such a digraph then 
r(b(D))= 
0, if e(f)nb(D) # 0; 
u@(D)), if e(f)nb(D)=@ 
Furthermore, if 1 <h < v(D), then 
r(ch(D))-sMD)) = 
- u(ch(D)), if e(f)nch(D) Z8; 
0, if e(f)nCh(D)=@. 
Hence, appealing to Theorem 2.1 and the definition of M*, we see that 
det M* =I’ u@(D)) fl (-h(D))} 
D h 
=;I (- 1) ‘(‘) v(e(D)), (3.4) 
where the sum is over the set 9’ of all functional digraphs D with the property that 
each edge of e(f) belongs to some cycle of D and each cycle of D contains at least one 
such edge. 
If we remove the edges of e(f) from any functional digraph DEB’, we obtain a forest 
F such that u(e(D)) = v(e(f)) u(e(F)). M oreover, it is not difficult to see that F belongs 
to the set 9w,L defined earlier and that this procedure defines a one-to-one corres- 
pondence between the sets 9’ and Yw,L. Now the number of cycles v(D) in the 
functional digraph DEB’ is clearly the same as the number of cycles in the permuta- 
tion gf of W described earlier where g = gF and F is the forest in Tw, L corresponding 
to $8. Furthermore, (- l)v(D)-lwl = s(gf), where s(gf) is the sign of the permutation gf: 
But we saw earlier, in (3.1), that .s(gf) =s(gF). Hence (- 1)‘(D) = (- l)lwl .s(gr) and 
expansion (3.4) can be rewritten as 
det M* =(- l)‘“luMf)) c 4gF)uMF)L 
F 
(3.5) 
where the sum is over all forests in the family Pw,L. The required result now follows 
upon comparing (3.3) and (3.5). 0 
Note that if W= L then E( W, L)= 1 and s(gF)= 1 for all F since gf is 
always ‘the identity permutation on W. In this case the result states that 
det U,,, =Cs(e(F)) where the sum is over all forests F of 1 WI trees rooted at the 
nodes of W. 
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4. Special cases 
Let %‘I denote the set of functional digraphs D with n nodes 1,2, . . . , n such that each 
cycle of D has length one. The following result is equivalent to a result proved by Chen 
[3; pp. 89-901. 
Corollary 4.1. Let A = [aij] denote the n x n matrix in which 
I cI=, Uik, 
i=j, 1 <i<n; 
aij= 
-vij> i#j, l<i, j<n. 
Then 
detA= 1 v(e(D)). (4.1) 
DE91 
Proof. The matrix A is obtained from the matrix M in Theorem 2.1 by replacing 
rij and Sij by vij for all i and j except that sii is replaced by zero for all i. If DEB then in 
this case r(b(D)) = v(b(D)) and 
~(~,@))-4cdD))= 
v(M4), if IG(D)I= 1; 
0, if Ic,,(D)l> 1. 
The required result now follows from expansion (2.1). 0 
The matrix A in Corollary 4.1 differs from the matrix U in Theorem 3.1 in the 
presence of the additional diagonal terms vii. An expansion for the minors of A 
can be obtained by a straightforward extension of the argument used to establish 
Theorem 3.1. In particular, if the subsets Wand L are defined as before, then it can be 
shown that 
(4.2) 
where the sum is over all directed graphs G with n nodes 1,2, . . . , n such that (a) G has 
1 WI components that are trees each of which is rooted at a node of W and contains 
a node of L, and (b) any remaining components of G are connected functional 
digraphs whose cycles have length one; the function s(gC) is defined with respect to the 
graph G in the same way that the function e(gr) was defined earlier with respect to the 
graph F. Note that relation (4.2) reduces to relation (3.2) when Vii=0 for all i; 
furthermore, (4.2) reduces to (4.1) when W= L =@ 
We remark that it is not difficult to deduce the matrix-tree theorem directly from 
Corollary 4.1. (For example, let vii =0 for all i # 1 in the matrix A and then use (4.1) to 
determine the coefficient of vll in the expansion of the determinant of the resulting 
matrix.) 
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If DEAL let l(D) denote the set of nodes of D that are incident with a loop and let 
N(D) denote the number of components of D that have an even number of nodes. Note 
that if the hth component of D has n,, nodes, then 
Ib(D)(=n--v(D)=x(n,-l)rcr(D) (mod2). (4.3) 
Chen has given two proofs of the following variant of Corollary 4.1 in [4, 
pp. 502-5051 and [S, pp. 697-6981; see also [S, p. 1911. 
Corollary 4.2. Let Z = [Zij] denote an n x n matrix. Then 
detZ= 1 (-lytD’ 
DES, 
z(WD)) n (I+ 
tel(D) k 
Proof. In the matrix A in Corollary 4.1 let Vii = Ck zik for 1 Q i < n and let Uij = - Zij for 
i #j. Then 
for 1~ i $ n and - Uij = Zij for i #j. Moreover, if DELI then 
V(D) 
r+(D))= u(b(D)) fl i&,(D)) 
1 
=( - l)‘b(D)‘z(b(D)) n utt 
t~l(D) 
=(-l)"(D) 
z(W)) n (z ztk), 
t~f(D) k 
where we have used (4.3) at the last step. The required result now follows from 
Corollary 4.1. 0 
Let .Q” denote the set of functional digraphs D with n nodes 1,2, . . . , n such that each 
cycle of D has odd length. If DEB’ let B(D) denote the number of cycles of length 
greater than one in D. The following result is equivalent to a result proved by 
Chen [6, pp. 616-6181. 
Corollary 4.3. Let Y=[yii] denote the n x n matrix in which 
I 
c:=, vik? i=j, 1 <i<n; 
Yij= 
Uijv i#j, l<i, j<n. 
Then 
det Y= c 28’D’v(e(D)). (4.4) 
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Proof. The matrix Y is obtained from the matrix M in Theorem 2.1 by replacing Yij by 
“ij for all i and j and by replacing sij by - Uij for all i and j except that sii is replaced by 
zero for all i. If De9 then in this case r(b(D))=v(b(D)) and 
am), if IQ(D) ( = 1; 
r(ch(D))-s(q@))= 2u(ch(D)), if lch(D)l=2t + 1; 
0, if I c&l) I = 2t. 
The required result now follows from expansion (2.1). 0 
Theorem 2.1 can also be used to derive an expansion for the minors of the matrix Y. 
If Wand L are as before, let S?w,L denote the set of directed graphs H with n nodes 
1,2, . ..) n such that (a) H has I W( components that are trees each of which is rooted at 
a node of Wand contains a node of L, and (b) any remaining components of H are 
connected functional digraphs whose cycles have odd length. For any such graph 
H let b(H) denote the number of cycles of length greater than one in H and let y(H) 
denote the number of even cycles in the graph formed by adding the edges of e(f) to 
H (where e(f) is as defined in the proof of Theorem 3.1). It can be shown that 
det YW,L=~( W, L) 1 2P(H’( - l)y(H)u(e(H)), (4.5) 
H 
where the sum is over all graphs HES?~,~. The argument is similar to that used in 
proving Theorem 3.1 so we shall omit the details. Note that if W= L then y(H) = 0 for 
all H. We remark in closing that Chen [7, p. 1631 has given a result corresponding to 
a special case of (4.5) (except that the signs of the terms in the sum seem to have been 
disregarded). 
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